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Thanks!

● Guy Paic

● The UNAM colleagues

● The UNAM staff

● My co-chairs

● The IOC

● The speakers

● You!
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A very well-organized meeting

• The venue

• The city

• The transports

• The social event

• The banquet 
(I have been told…)

Globally…
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• 49 high-level contributions

• Good participation from the public

• Wide spectrum of contributions and 
fields

The scientific programme
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Applications in Industry
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Applications in 

Fundamental Science
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M.Kagan

F.Carminati
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ML/DL and HPC
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Health & Society
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The Ethical ”Vexata

Quaestio” & 

methodology
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Take home messages

my own bias
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The big picture

nce
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• AI is NOT a new concept, in fact 
it is as old as the computers 

c.f. The Touring challenge

• What makes it “resurgent” every 
so many years are the 
breakthrough in computing power

• However this time the step in 
available computing performance 
is really making the difference

• And the hype does help

Driving innovation in HEP computing

The Big Picture

What people 

laugh about

What matters 

at the end
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• I think we are just at the beginning of the 
exploitation of AI for Big Data

• The ability to use highly non-linear 
algorithms to find complex patterns is 
invaluable

• GAN of various types offer a model-less 
way of simulate

• In some sense DL is “fitting on steroids”, 
but tons of them… 

• … and quantity has a quality of its own 

AI is the ideal companion 

to Big Data
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• The ability to “fuse” different sources of 
information and find patterns is also 
very important

• Astronomy is one of the foremost 
beneficiary, but biology, social 
sciences, earth sciences are following 
quickly

• I believe the word “revolution” may be 
well justified

AI for science
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• AI will NOT replace science or scientific 
models

• Without a model, AI results may be 
meaningless and useless

• But AI can help building and validating 
models

• Model-less and model science can live 
side-by-side and cross-fertilize each 
others

AI & science
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• Needless to say AI is finding a choice 
place in industrial applications of all 
sorts

• However in a large number of cases 
interpretability is necessary

• Forward AI provides correlation, not 
necessarily causation

AI for Industry
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• We see a flurry of program suites that 
do it all by several vendors 

• Standards are sorely missing and
On one side there is a lot of “packaging” of 

few basic algorithms
On the other, everybody seems to feel the 

need to write his/her DL code

• The market is rather confusing, but the 
smoke will settle at some point

AI providers
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• AI may play a revolutionary role in 
dealing with societal issues such as 
health care, urban planning and 
optimization, environmental planning, 
transportation, prevention, education…

• However interpretability seems here to 
be an essential element in all cases 
where humans are involved 

AI & Society
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• We have seen two very different point 
of views
“Don’t you worry, it will never happen”

“If your iPhone is not where you put it last 
night, you are REALLY in trouble”

• The trouble here is that we do not know 
what consciousness is

• And Touring does not help here

AI & Skynet
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• True any computer is much less complex 
than the human brain

• But not much less complex than a fruit fly, 
or, say, a Caenorhabditis elegans…

AI & Skynet

By The original uploader was Kbradnam at English Wikipedia.(Original text: Zeynep F. 

Altun, Editor of www.wormatlas.org) - Transferred from en.wikipedia to Commons.(Original 

text: Donated by Zeynep F. Altun),
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• AI is opening a new discussion on ethics

• A ubiquitary and pervasive technology 
needs a solid ethical foundation

• … but it is just ≥6000 years that we are 
discussing about it

• AI may be a potent stimulant to further our 
understanding of ethics

• But I think it will still be an ethical 
nightmare

AI & Ethics
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• Here again we swing between 
extremes
There is no more law in the robot than in 

the horse
A whole new legal framework is needed

• I would err on the side of the first 
statement

• However, again, AI may prompt us to 
give a fresh look to old concept

AI & Law
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• The merging of two such fast developing 
might seem ambitious

• However the large parameter space of 
Quantum Computing and its ability to 
perform Gibbs sampling on this parameter 
space are a match made in heaven

• A QSVM algorithms for Higgs search has 
been presented in this conference (IBM 
talk)

AI & Quantum
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• AI is probably here to stay this time
• Industry and science are, for the moment, 

making the most of it

• Probably the most appealing opportunities 
are in the social / environmental realm 
(health care being high on the list)

• But this is also where the legal and ethical 
issues are more relevant

• The “market” is confusing, but it always is 
with new technologies

Conclusions
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Post conclusions

Thanks again for the 

beautifully organized 

workshop!
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And Now This
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• A Spanish teacher was explaining to her 
class that in Spanish, unlike English, 
nouns are designated as either masculine 
or feminine. 

• House for instance is feminine, la casa;
pencil however is masculine el lapiz

• The teacher split her class into two groups 
and asked them to decide whether a 
computer was male or female

The gender of the robot
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• The men’s group decided that computer 
was definitely female, la computadora
because

1. No one but their creator understands their logic
2. The native language they use to communicate 

with other computers is incomprehensible to 
everyone else

3. Even the smallest mistakes are stored in long 
memory for possible retrieval

4. As soon as you make a commitment to one, you 
will find yourself spending half your paycheck on 
accessories for it

The gender of the robot
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• The women's group, however 
concluded that computers should be 
masculine el computador because.

1. In order to do anything with them, you have to 
turn them on

2. They have a lot of data but still can't think for 
themselves

3. They are supposed to help you solve problems, 
but half the time they ARE the the problem

4. As soon as you commit to one , you realise that if 
you had waited a little longer, you could have 
obtained a better model .

The gender of the robot


